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Introduction 

 Pacemakers are used in treatment of bradycardia. 

 

 Advanced so called pacemakers are  
 AICD (used for prevention of SCA) 

 CRT (Used for heart failure) 

 

 Discussion of only bradycardia pacemakers  
 Identification and correction if possible. 

 

 Baseline knowledge of pacemaker implanted is a must 
 Eg. dual or single chamber pacemaker 

 



ECG documentation of problems of 
pacemakers 

 Pseudo-malfunction 

 Normal pacemaker function but ECG possibly seems abnormal 

 

 Battery depletion apparent dysfunction 

 As the battery depletes the pacemaker may change its pacing 
mode and rate 

 

 True problems 

 Increase in threshold related failure to pace 

 Sensing related (under-sensing and over-sensing) 

 Abnormal rhythms 



Concept of sensing 

 Pacemaker functions to increase heart rate only if 
own rhythm is not there 

 

 Sensing:- If own rhythm is there faster than the 
lower programmed rate say 60/min, it will sense the 
same and will not give pacing.  

 Single chamber pacemaker with sense the chamber it is put in 

 Double chamber pacemaker will sense both  atrium and 
ventricles 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Concept of pacing 

 Pacing:- If pacemaker does not sense the intrinsic signal, 
than the pacemaker will deliver a current to stimulate the 
tissue at a programmed value.  

 

 Threshold: -  Minimal amount of current which excites 
the myocardium to cause depolarization.  
 Measured during implantation 

 If the threshold is 1 mv and 0.4 msec. Programmed pacemaker 
output is should be two times the threshold for safety of pacing.  

 

 Physiological refractoriness 
 If pacing is delivered when the depolarization has just taken place 

and the tissue has not recovered from it, threshold will be higher 



 Lower pacing rate:-  (50/60/70) 

 Programmed value in single chamber 

 Rate responsive may increase the rate 

 Dual chamber pacemaker (50/60/70) 

 However if atrial rates are normal than physiological response to 
activity and heart rates are  governed by the atrial rate. 

 

 Upper rate:- (130 most of the time) 

 Pacemaker will not pace if rate goes beyond 130/min as a 
safety mechanism. It will then have wenchebach or 2:1 
conduction 

 Sensor may increase the  rate upto a programmed value. 

 



Concept of AV synchrony 

 If atrium is sensed and ventricle sensing is not 
coming in say 200 msec, ventricle lead will pace in 
CHB patients.  

 

 



P S E U D O - M A L F U N C T I O N  

B A T T E R Y  D E P L E T I O N  

T R U E  M A L F U N C T I O N  

Abnormal Pacemaker related 
ECG 



Pseudo-malfunction. Failure to pace. 

Asymptomatic patient referred back by physician after pacemaker implantation 5 
years back, that the ECG does not show pacing and that the pacemaker is not 
function. 
 
PACEMAKER WILL ONLY WORK IF HEART RATE LESS THAN PROGRAMMED 
RATE. Here own rate is nearly 74/min normal rhythm. So pacemaker will not work 



Pseudo-malfunction:- Pacing spike not 
visible 

See in all leads.  



Pseudo-malfunction :- Pacing at faster rate 
with PR prolongation? 

Normally pacing kept at 60 or 70/min. Here rate is 85/min. Also PR is very long and 
varying. Referred for some pacing problem.  
 
PACEMAKER was a single chamber pacemaker programmed at 85 or VVIR 



Rpt ECG at our hospital :- Clarifies single 
chamber and programmed at higher rate 



Pseudo-malfunction:- QRS not broad and typical 

LBBB and LAD 

Look for spikes in all leads. In bipolar pacing the spikes may be very small 
QRS may not be wide if paced in the septal area.  
Here R in Inferior leads suggest mid/upper septal pacing. 
 



Pseudo-malfunction:- Competing own 
rhythm 

 

Single chamber pacemaker.  Own rhythm having RBBB and LAD at 60/min. Pacing 
spike at 60/min. Initial part is pacing spike comes within QRS and later causes 
capture. Pacing spike comes in refractory period initially. 



Pseudo-malfunction:- Upper rate behavior 

 

Courtesy Google images 



Battery ERI:- Pacing at fixed rate of 65/min 
at battery depletion (VVI)   



Battery ERI:- Pacing at fixed rate of 65/min 
at battery depletion (VVI)  





True malfunction 

 When there if something wrong with the pacemaker pacing or 
sensing/therapy delivered. 
 

 Failure to capture 
 

 Sensing issues 
 Undersensing 
 Oversensing 

 
 Miscellaneous 

 Pacemaker mediated tachycardia 
 End of battery 

 

 Compare prior ECG and X Ray/Fluoro 
 
 



AP LAO 

Lead perforation 



Lead insulation break 



Lead Fracture 



Patient with recent pacemaker implantation 
presentation as giddiness 

After changing parameters 



True malfunction:- Failure to Capture 

Due to rise in thresholds 
 Micro/macrodisplacement 
 Lead fracture 
 Perforation/ Fibrosis 
 Tissue disease (Infarction/Infection) 
Due to current leakage (Insulation break) 
Due to decrease in output as compared to threshold 
 Battery depletion/inappropriate programming/early phase 



True malfunction:- Failure to capture 
and normal sensing 

Single chamber pacemaker:- programmed at 70/min. 
When Own QRS is there no spike. But when QRS not there than spike is not followed by 
QRS 



Corrected by increasing output. 



True malfunction:- Failure to Sense and 
Pseudo failure to capture 

Pacemaker is pacing at 60/min irrespective of own rhythm.  
Ideally if own rhythm there it should not pace. Here pacing spike if after 
refractoriness than capture. Also shows failure to capture but which is physiological. 



Undersensing . . .  

 Pacemaker does not “see” the intrinsic beat, and therefore 
does not respond appropriately 

 

Intrinsic 
beat not 
sensed 

Scheduled 
pace 

delivered 

VVI / 60 



True malfunction:- Pacing at 40/min with 
programmed rate of 60/min  

 
 
 

Battery depletion 
Over-sensing 
Hysteresis 



Oversensing 

 An electrical signal other than the intended P or R wave is 
detected 

Marker 
channel 
shows 

intrinsic 
activity... 

 ...though no 

activity is 
present  

VVI / 60 



True-malfunction:- Atrial pacing but no capture. 



Once reprogrammed to AAI 40 



True malfunction:- Failure to sense atrium 



True Malfunction:- Intermittent atrial sensing failure 
and functioning as single chamber 

 

P wave not in relation to QRS except in the beats 3-5 
P wave not sensed and hence ventricular pacing at programmed lower rate. 
Atrial pacing spike not capturing due to physiological refractoriness. 



True malfunction:- Unstable lead as varying 
failures of sensing/pacing and different QRS 



Miscellaneous 



Pacemaker mediated tachycardia 

Image Courtesy Dr Rajesh Badani 



 Possible in dual chamber pacemaker only. 

 

 Pacing at the uppermost tracking rate generally 
programmed at 130/min 

 

 No clear P waves seen as generally falls within T 
wave of Paced ventricular complexes 

 

 Uncommon now due to better programming 



In a dual chamber PPM if there is AT/AFib 

 

ECG courtesy :- Google images 



Runaway pacemaker 

 Rapid heart rates over 140 per minute caused by 
electronic circuit instability in an implanted pulse 
generator. 

 Immediate replacement required 

ECG courtesy :- Google images 



Pacemaker Syndrome 

 Single chamber RV pacing causing symptoms 

 Dyspnea/PND/Orthopnea 

 Presyncope/Syncope 

 Hypotension 

 Fatigue/Malaise/Headache/Fullness in head 

 VA conduction intact 

 

 Up-gradation to dual chamber required. 



 

ECG courtesy :- Google images 



Summarizing 

 Knowledge of pacemaker type and indication of 
pacemaker is a must before seeing ECG 

 

 Pseudo-malfunction is to be ruled out by appropriate 
methods before counseling the patient to visit a 
specialist. 

 

 Malfunction of pacemaker can be easily recognized 
on ECG and appropriate programming or 
intervention should be done accordingly. 
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